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THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY,

Aware of the growing impact of human rights whistleblowers internationally,

Acknowledging the importance and need of protection for human rights whistleblowers in every

country,

Recognizing the lack of dedicated laws to protect the anonymity and safety of whistleblowers,

1. Establishes the International Whistleblowers Certified Countries (IWCC), a committee of

countries willing to harbor human rights whistleblowers, comprised of countries that are

not the defendant in an ongoing human rights violation investigation instigated by the

United Nations High Commissioner on Human Rights;

a. If a country is a defendant in a human rights investigation, its whistleblowers shall

not be redistributed, but all influx of subsequent whistleblowers will be prevented,

b. The post-arrival protection of whistleblowers from other countries shall be up to

the discretion of the whistleblower-receiving country,

2. Asserts that the whistleblower shall be escorted out of their country regardless of all

national charges appointed to the whistleblower, regardless of claims made by the

country of origination,

a. If the whistleblower commits an international crime as defined by the United



Nations, a trial shall be held by the United Nations commission on Human Rights

to determine eligibility,

3. Calls upon the UN Peace Corps to help assist whistleblowers in finding refuge in IWCC

countries, and supervise the whistleblower during transportation,

a. UN Peace Corp officers shall provide the mode of transportation for the

whistleblower using a UN humanitarian aid aircraft,

b. A UN Peace Corp officer shall accompany the whistleblower from the country of

departure to the country of destination,

4. Requests the receiving country of the whistleblower’s to pay 50% of the whistleblower’s

travel expense, and all the countries of the IWCC to evenly split the cost of the remaining

50%,

a. The funding from each country will be appointed to the whistleblower on a case

by case basis to solely cover travel expenses, not pooled annually,

5. Asserts that the whistleblower in question will be granted a laissez-passer for six months

after arrival in the country of destination, as granted by the IWCC acting on UN

authority.


